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The study of business ethics is important to better understand all of the following EXCEPT. That business ethics is
merely an extension of an individual's own.

Before Ethics in Business Prior to , the U. Being ethical is doing what the law requires. Federal Sentencing
Guidelines for Organizations B. Dividends C. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Beginning in the late s, executives
pay at these two companies became tied almost solely to earnings growth. In-Group Favoritism C. They utilize
a carrot and stick approach by taking preventive action against misconduct. All businesses generate harms and
benefits for stakeholders. Theological discussion to recognition of social issues to a field of study 8. Among
the guests behind him is Martin Luther King, Jr. He was sentenced to years in prison. Employee ethics training
B. Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations C. For example, a manager may be more helpful to
subordinates who have a good personal relationship with him. World Trade Organization  We all learn values
from sources such as family, religion, and school. Ethical Decision Making in Business and Cases. It
comprises the principles, values, and standards that guide behavior in the world of business. Which of the
following was developed in the s to guide corporate support for ethical conduct by establishing a method for
discussing best practices? Sarbanes-Oxley Act was passed, the most far reaching change in organizational
control and accounting regulations. People seek compensation for their losses as a result of business people
making unethical decisions. In the s, the progressive movement sought to provide citizens with a li i g age , the
minimum income necessary for a worker to meet their basic needs. Greater employee commitment B. Total
SA French oil and gas company Total has been accused of building a pipeline with the aid of slave labor in
Myanmar. Many of the programs â€” Social Security, unemployment insurance and federal agricultural
subsidies â€” are still around today.


